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Retailers Face Tough Decisions as China Tariff
Pressures Mount By Tim Anderson
The U.S. / China trade
stalemate continues to be a
focal point in the news both
domestically and abroad. The
decisions being made now by
both sides will have significant
long-term ramifications on
both the world economy and
globalization across multiple
industries and sectors.
In this article, we take a look at the
challenges facing U.S. retailers, the
actions those retailers are taking in
the face of trade uncertainty and how
asset-based lenders should be thinking
about their retail portfolios during
this time period.

The Current State of Affairs
Following their late June meeting at the
G-20 in Osaka, President Trump and
Chinese President Xi Jinping agreed
not to immediately impose incremental
tariffs on U.S. and Chinese goods.
However, with no definitive trade path
forward, U.S. retailers continue to be
faced with a high level of uncertainty
regarding the best course of action.
Earlier in June, more than 600 U.S.
companies and trade associations
had issued a joint letter to the White
House warning President Donald

Trump that tariffs on China are severely
damaging the U.S. economy, leading
to job losses and negatively impacting
millions of consumers. “The additional
tariffs will have a significant, negative,
and long-term impact on American
businesses, farmers, families, and the
US economy,” the group insisted. The
letter was delivered just days before
public hearings with the United States
Trade Representative’s office regarding
the most recently proposed tariffs were
scheduled to begin.
Tariffs Hurt the Heartland, a business
coalition backed by trade groups
for the retail, tech, manufacturing
and agricultural industries formed
to oppose tariffs, was the letter’s
organizer. The letter’s authors included
companies such as Costco, Foot Locker,
Gap and Target who are grappling
not only with the administration’s 15%
tariff increase in May of this year on
approximately $200 billion in Chinese
goods but also the President’s looming
threat of actions on $300 billion in
additional goods from that nation.
To-date, many consumer goods such
as toys, shoes and electronics have
been strategically exempted from
the tariffs, which has to a great extent
spared U.S. shoppers from feeling the
pain at the point of sale. But based
on the administration’s position, if the
most recent round of talks on the issue
between President Trump and Chinese

leader Xi Jinping do not end well, the
pain could become very real for both
U.S. consumers and the businesses they
frequent sooner rather than later.
New tariffs could impact 100% of the
toys and sports equipment imported
from China to the United States, as
well as 93% of the footwear and 91%
of textiles and clothing, according to
an analysis by the Peterson Institute
for International Economics.

“…the additional tariffs
will have a significant,
negative, and longterm impact on
American businesses,
farmers, families, and
the US economy.”
— Tariffs Hurt the Heartland
Campaign
Almost all retailers are now feeling
the pinch across their product lines.
And, amid fears that what began as
a temporary negotiating tool by the
U.S. may become standard operating
procedure in long-term trans-Pacific
trade, many are grappling with
decisions that down the road may
be difficult to reverse should the
trade climate change course again.

Disruption at the ports
Logistics at the ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach have been disrupted as
importers stocked up on goods to beat an
increase in tariffs. The surge in late 2018
was followed by a drop in early 2019.
* Twenty-foot equivalent unit is the volume of 20-foot-long
shipping container. Only loaded imports are shown.
Source: Port of Los Angeles. Port of Long Beach
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How We Got Here

Delays & Impact

On July 6, 2018, President Trump
announced supplemental tariffs of
10% on $200 billion in goods from
China that were to be put into place
beginning September 24th of that year.
If trade agreements were not in place
by the end of the year, those tariffs
were set to increase to 25% effective
January 1, 2019.

The increase to 25% was not imposed
as of January 1, 2019 but delayed for
another 90 days as negotiations with China
seemingly progressed and the flood of
goods from that country into the U.S. in
the fourth quarter continued. Many retail
and other importers increased the use of
third-party logistics providers during this
time period, adding to their cost structure
in order to temporarily handle the flow of

Not surprisingly, many importers
(wholesale, manufacturers and retail)
took steps, often at significant increased
cost, to purchase in advance and/or rush
their orders so they would hit U.S. ports
prior to the 2/24/18 date. Even though
many sought and received pricing
concessions from suppliers to help offset
the new duty they would be forced to
incur post the 9/24/18 date, costs still
increased. This was due to a multitude
of factors including the capacity status
of Chinese suppliers, ports and ocean
freighters, as well as increased landing
costs - without consideration of tariffs
— when their shipments arrived in the
U.S. As a result, moving forward, many
have been forced to stop carrying certain
goods until other vendors can be found.
So much U.S. demand existed to get
product to its shores in advance of the
pending tariffs that even those Chinese
suppliers that raised their prices were
still faced with making decisions about
whether to serve their best customers
or the highest bidders first.
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additional goods. Additionally, they didn’t
have enough space to store the additional
inventory, so they had to find third party
space to accommodate those needs,
leading to even higher overhead.
On May 5, 2019, following yet another
postponement of the increase late in the
first quarter, President Trump announced
an additional tariff increase on imported
Chinese goods to 25% which then was
implemented on May 10th.

In this trade climate, it is critical for
asset-based lenders to know if, where and
at what costs their portfolio businesses
are maintaining added inventory.

Additional shipping
and warehousing
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Searching for a Strategy
As we look across the marketplace, the
one common thread among retailers in the
current environment is uncertainty.

Will further tariffs be
implemented? If so, when?
And for how long? Will
they step up incrementally
as proposed if agreements
are not reached or will
they be less predictable?
Or… Could the increases
be removed altogether
virtually overnight if a
mutually advantageous
trade deal is negotiated?
With so many variables, it is difficult
for U.S. retail and other businesses
dependent upon imported goods to
formulate and implement a strategy
with a high degree of confidence in its
successful execution over time.

Faced with critical decisions that must
be made in a timely manner, retailers
are finding it necessary to assess the
situation day-by-day and be more
nimble than ever in how they execute
on many fronts.

by air to avoid the continuing prospect
of future unknowns. In many cases
their existing P.O.s already have freight
costed in, so they are paying in excess of
double their forecast freight to land the
product early.

Taking Steps

Another strategy retailers have adopted
is to selectively calibrate their pricing. By
incrementally increasing the retail sale
cost of multiple lower ticket items that
are unaffected by tariffs from $1.79 to
$1.99 or even $5.29-$5.39, for example,
they can essentially offset the impact of
having to keep prices flat on a $50 item
that is now being hit with a 20% tariff.

Some U.S. retailers are responding by
changing the country of origin for their
goods where possible. Vietnam and
Bangladesh are emerging as potential
leading alternate countries of origin.
However, concerns around quality,
production capabilities, and lead times all
need to be carefully vetted with a change
of this magnitude. Some, for example,
have already moved sourcing to Turkey,
where problems of growing instability
could present future complications,
further adding to retailer uncertainty.
Retailers have also stepped-up their
vendor cost initiatives with both existing
and new suppliers implementing on a
widespread basis, mandatory volume
rebates, lower first-costs and stringent
damage and defective allowances on
their orders. They also are continuing to
closely monitor production and evaluate
purchase orders with an eye toward
incurring costs now to expedite orders
and immediately ship ready product

Necessary Price Increase
to Offset 25% US Tariffs
on Chinese Goods
Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch
data cited by The Wall Street Journal, 2019

In what may prove to be a devastating
blow to some, the market has also
recently seen multiple retailers either
delay anticipated product/line launches
or cut production altogether. This is
especially true where companies have
determined that revised price points
after the new tariffs would have well
exceeded what their research told them
was the maximum pricing tolerance
level for a new product.
Not surprisingly, all of this has led
to difficult decisions and actions on
internal cost cutting, with notable impact
on head count at retailers across the U.S.
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Lender Ramifications
Moving ahead, many retailers may
experience shortages of supply as they
seek non-Chinese vendors and ramp up
those new and intricate relationships.
Additionally, because most are not in a
position to raise pricing enough to nullify
the impact of the increased tariffs on their
businesses, it can also be expected that we
will see continued compression of retail
gross margins.

margin level is particularly challenging as
company CEOs and their teams make a
multitude of changes to offset the burden
tariffs have imposed. For example, it is
important for lenders to know where
their portfolio businesses are keeping the
added inventory they landed in advance
of the increased tariffs. Use of outside
warehousing for overflow typically comes
at a cost that can further erode historically
solid margins.

As companies shift vendors, and even the
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countries from which they source product,

Given this environment, from an inventory
valuation perspective the biggest concern
for lenders should be to avoid overreliance upon historical gross margins as
a gauge, as they are most certainly too
high. That said, pinpointing the true current

unexpected complications to a previously
streamlined process can quickly cascade.
A quality issue/defect, production or
shipment delay could result in significant
cost overruns, an inventory shortfall or

even a lost season of selling. In this volatile
retail market climate, Hilco Valuation
Services recommends that lenders consider
undertaking appraisal updates on their
healthy portfolio companies on a quarterly
basis; and potentially more frequently for
troubled or low margin accounts.
With the most accurate valuation analysis
and expertise in the industry, the most
extensive toolbox of monetization
strategies to help maximize retail asset
values, and a highly experienced and
proven retail advisory/consultative practice
that covers consumer and wholesale
inventory, Hilco is ready to assist you and
your institution. Give us a call today to see
how we can help maximize return on your
retail portfolio.

Change in End-Of-Month Retail Inventory
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Tim joined Hilco Valuation Services in
2001. He has conducted and managed
thousands of retail, wholesale and
industrial appraisals on behalf of lending
institutions worldwide. Tim’s tenure at
Hilco provides a diversified background
to assist these institutions in recognizing
collateral value and potential exit
strategies for their portfolio companies.
He currently oversees consumer and retail
appraisal operations, is responsible for the
overall vertical’s growth as well as ensuring
the delivery of high quality, dependable
services to clients within and beyond the
New England region.
Prior to joining Hilco, Tim worked with
GE Plastics, where he was a graduate of
the GE Financial Management Program.
He holds a bachelor’s degree in Finance
and Accounting from the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA.
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